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 .1 I want to use the redsail rs720c driver for my new laptop, because I have read that it support dual monitor, I bought one
rs720c drive, a vga cable and an hdmi cable. I plugged everything together but my laptop can't see the second monitor even in a

screen resolution test. It gives me error message like this: An unhandled exception of type
'System.Runtime.InteropServices.COMException' occurred in redsail.exe Additional information: Driver does not support multi
monitors. Here is what I found: In the redsail rs720c driver, there is an option called "Multi Display", this option is not ticked,
and when I tick it, there is no more a monitor on my screen! I searched about this on the net, and I found this I downloaded the

driver and extracted the.sh file, but I couldn't find the menu on the picture of this site: A: Looks like that driver is a hokey
driver - probably not the right driver for windows 8.1 and/or ubuntu You may need to install the nvidia driver for windows from

the nvidia website. nvidia doesn't provide linux binaries, but their website does. Once you have that, nvidia provides nvidia-
xconfig --help to make sure you are using the right output for your monitor. You may also need to disable nvidia in windows. Q:

Javascript to dynamically create link with parameter I'm new to javascript and I'm trying to create a link dynamically with a
parameter. But when I run the code I can only get one or two results, how do I get it to work for all records? At the moment I get

one or two results, I would like to get all results from both clients. The code is very long but I have tried for hours to get it to
work without result. Here is the code: function test(){ var sample = $("#clients").val(); $.ajax({ url: "php-file.php", type:

"POST", 82157476af
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